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Abstract
I summarize the theory talks presented at the International Symposium
on Multiparticle Dynamics 2008.
1 Introduction
The XXXVIII International Symposium on Multiparticle Dynamics (ISMD 2008) covered a wide
variety of topics in nuclear and particle physics. The organizers had an interesting idea of arranging all the topics on a single plot in the (ln Q2 , ln 1/xBj )-plane, as shown in the conference
poster. I think the idea of such classification on such a broad scale is new and interesting: in
Fig. 1 I present my own version of the classification proposed by the organizers with some slight
modifications as compared to the original. Fig. 1 gives the summary of the topics covered during
the conference: below I will discuss each of the topics shown in Fig. 1 in a separate Section.
Indeed no classification can adequately reflect all the subtleties of each of the topics discussed. The classification of Fig. 1 is no exception. Many of the subjects shown have a lot more
dimensions to them (in some cases literally so) than shown in Fig. 1.
The idea of mapping out the (ln Q2 , ln 1/xBj )-plane comes from the physics of parton
saturation at small Bjorken x, also known as the Color Glass Condensate (CGC) (for a review
see [1]). It appears that this approach could be generalized beyond small-x physics. One of
the main concepts of CGC is that at small enough x the gluon density in the proton or nuclear
wave functions gets so high that non-linear effects, such as parton mergers, become important
leading to saturation of gluon and quark distribution functions. The transition to this saturation
regime is described by the saturation scale Qs , which is a function of x. Qs increases as x
decreases. Saturation region is schematically represented by a yellow triangle in Fig. 1. Indeed
strong interaction physics below the confinement scale, at Q2 < Λ2QCD , is non-perturbative. The
non-perturbative large-coupling region is denoted in Fig. 1 by a blue rectangle. At small enough
x the saturation scale becomes larger than ΛQCD : therefore the saturation regime lies in the
perturbative region to the right of ΛQCD .
The large-Q2 region with not very small x is the domain of linear DGLAP evolution
equation [2–4]. This is the region where collinear factorization applies. The approaches based
on collinear factorization, such as parton cascade simulations and jet physics in general, also
belong in that region. Some of the topics discussed in that subfield will be described in Sect.
2 below. As one moves towards smaller x (and somewhat lower Q2 ) the logarithms of 1/x
become important. Such logarithms are resummed by the BFKL equation [5, 6]. Progress in our
understanding of BFKL will be reviewed in Sect. 3. Moving on toward even lower x one crosses
the saturation line and enters the saturation/CGC region. Here the nonlinear JIMWLK [7, 8]
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Fig. 1: My own version of arranging all the topics covered during the conference in the (ln Q2 , ln 1/xBj )-plane. The
idea was borrowed from the conference poster with the topics somewhat modified and moved around.

and BK [9, 10] evolution equations apply. I have also grouped in this region of the map the
predictions of CGC physics for various AA, pA and pp observables. The talks on this topic
will be discussed in Sect. 4. All the small-x machinery should be directly applicable to cosmic
ray physics: the progress in this direction will be mentioned in Sect. 5. Heavy ion physics
poses a number of important questions for theorists. Over the past several years a consensus
has been reached in the heavy ion community that heavy ion collisions at RHIC lead to the
creation of a strongly-coupled quark-gluon plasma (QGP). The challenges facing the heavy ion
theory community include understanding of the creation of such medium: how do the particles
produced in a collision thermalize to form the strongly-coupled QGP? The mechanism leading
to the creation of strongly-coupled QGP may or may not be perturbative, as reflected in Fig. 1.
The talks on this subjects will be reviewed in Sect. 6. The subsequent evolution of the produced
medium governed by the perfect fluid or viscous hydrodynamics will be discussed in Sect. 7.
Developments in Anti-de Sitter/Conformal Field Theory (AdS/CFT) correspondence, which can
shed light on many topics in heavy ion collisions, deep inelastic scattering (DIS), and hadronic
scattering, will be reviewed in Sect. 8. Finally, the Higgs boson and physics beyond Standard
Model are placed at large Q2 and at large energy/small-x in Fig. 1: they will be mentioned in
Sect. 9.
ISMD 2008 featured a large number of very interesting talks. I have to apologize before-

hand for not being able to cover all of them due to space limitations. Also, when describing work
presented at ISMD 2008 I will not provide explicit citations to the corresponding publications,
assuming that interested readers could find the needed references in the Proceedings contributions of the corresponding speakers. Finally, as this is not a review article, in presenting the
topics I will not spend much time recounting many important successes in each subfield, but will
concentrate instead on open problems at the forefront of research.
2 PDF’s, parton cascades and jets
Much of our knowledge about QCD at high energies comes from and could be summarized in
parton distribution functions (PDF’s). Our current knowledge of PDF’s was summarized in the
talk by Stirling. Fig. 2 presents the proton PDF’s at Q2 = 10 GeV2 given by the MSTW 2007
parameterization.

Fig. 2: PDF’s in the MSTW 2007 parameterization (from the talk by Stirling).

There has been much improvement in our understanding of PDF’s in recent years. Error
analysis have been carried out and now many PDF’s come with error bars, as demonstrated in
Fig. 3 shown in the talk by Rojo-Chacon. Fig. 3 shows singlet and gluon distribution functions at
Q20 = 2 GeV2 due to CTEQ, MRST/MSTW, Alekhin and NNPDF collaborations [11–14] along
with the error bars. We see that in the small-x region PDF uncertainties are large. They appear
to increase as we go toward lower Bjorken x into the region where there is no data.
The lower panel of Fig. 3 also shows that at small-x and small-Q2 the gluon distribution
function becomes negative. This issue had been discussed a lot over the past years, and received
a lot of attention at ISMD 2008 as well. The question is whether a negative gluon distribution
necessarily implies a breakdown of the approach based on the linear DGLAP evolution equation.
The standard argument against DGLAP breakdown is that at small Q2 the expectation value of

Fig. 3: Singlet and gluon distribution function at Q20 = 2 GeV2 due to different PDF collaborations with the error
bars shown (from the talk by Rojo-Chacon).

the operator identified with the gluon distribution function does not anymore count the number
of gluons. Therefore no fundamental law is violated if it goes negative. As was brought up in the
discussion session by Cooper-Sakar, one has to look at the structure function FL , which is closely
related to the gluon distribution function. FL is indeed a physical observable expressible in terms
of scattering cross sections: it has to be positive. If FL resulting from the gluon distribution
functions in the lower panel of Fig. 3 remains positive, then one could argue that there is no
problem with the negative gluon distribution function. As indeed the FL ’s obtained from the
gluon distribution functions in Fig. 3 appear to be positive one indeed can argue that negative xG
are allowed.
To me such arguments sound a bit like epicycles in Ptolemaic astronomy: some of our
colleagues are trying to rescue a theory in trouble. Strictly-speaking it is true that there is nothing
requiring xG to be positive definite everywhere. However, I spent many years calculating xG
at small-x in the perturbative (saturation) framework and never saw it go negative. It would
be interesting and convincing if the proponents of negative xG could come up with a (purely
theoretical) model for gluon distribution, where everything is perturbative and under calculational
control, and where xG does become negative at small-x and small-Q2 . For instance one could
study gluon distribution in a very heavy quarkonium. Large quark masses would insure small
coupling allowing to calculate xG perturbatively from first principles. If negativity of xG at
low-x and low-Q2 is a natural property of the gluon distribution operator, it should come out
straightforwardly in such a calculation.

Fig. 4: Preliminary STAR collaboration data on the number of jets as a function of ET of the jet for central Au + Au
collisions (triangles) and for proton-proton collisions scaled up by the number of binary collisions (squares). (Picture
is from the talk by Rojo-Chacon, originally taken from [15].)

Parton cascades as the way to model actual collisions on the event-by-event basis received
a lot of attention at ISMD 2008 as well with a nice review talk by Z. Nagy. The ideas of going
beyond collinear factorization and including kT -dependent effects into parton cascades were
discussed by Hautmann. Problems with Monte Carlo simulations of small-x coherent effects
were discussed in the talk by Marchesini. There is a difficult problem that arises when one tries
to include recoil effects into the color-dipole parton cascades in a probabilistic QCD picture.
There were several good talks on jet analysis and algorithms. I was particularly interested
to see jet analyses coming to RHIC. The suppression of high-pT hadrons produced in Au + Au
collisions at RHIC as compared to p + p collisions scaled up by the number of binary collisions
is believed to be one of the smoking guns for the creation of a hot and dense medium in heavy
ion collisions, likely to be a thermalized quark-gluon plasma (QGP) [16–18]. The suppression is
quantified with the help of the nuclear modification factor RAA . The suppression was observed
√
in RHIC experiments at s = 200 GeV and attributed to parton energy loss also known as
jet quenching. However one should not forget that in the RAA measurements one measures
individual high-pT hadrons, and not proper jets. A jet analysis with a jet cone definition has
recently been carried out by the STAR experiment. The preliminary results are shown in Fig. 4,
which was shown at ISMD 2008 by Rojo-Chacon with a similar figure shown by Caines. Fig. 4
depicts the number of jets as a function of ET of the jet. In Fig. 4 the triangles denote the data
for Au + Au collisions, while the squares denote the p + p data scaled up by the number of
binary collisions. It is curious and a bit puzzling that no visible suppression of jets in Au + Au
compared to scaled-up p + p was found (within error bars). One could speculate that the energy
deposited by the hard parton into the medium is not simply absorbed by the medium, but instead
travels along with the parton in the form of softer partons, such that the net energy in the jet cone
does not change and the jet as a whole does not get suppressed. Indeed more work is needed to
understand the data in Fig. 4.

3 The BFKL equation
The status of the linear BFKL evolution equation has been reviewed in the talk by White. The
main problem with the linear BFKL evolution is the large and negative NLO BFKL correction to
the pomeron intercept, which one obtains by using the NLO BFKL results of [19, 20] evaluated
at the LO saddle point. The correction is so large that it makes the gluon distribution function
fall off with decreasing x.

Fig. 5: Gluon distribution function due to NLO BFKL corrections resummed in the TW prescription (solid lines)
compared to the NLO DGLAP results (dotted lines). (Pictures are from the talk by White.)

Several ways to remedy this problem have been proposed. It was observed that going
beyond the saddle point approximation, e.g. by solving the NLO BFKL equation numerically,
significantly reduces the NLO correction to the intercept, making the resulting BFKL Green
function rise with decreasing x [21]. An alternative/complimentary way out involves resumming
DGLAP transverse logarithms in the NLO BFKL kernel: one such procedure, pioneered by
Ciafaloni, Colferai, Salam, and Stasto (CCSS) [22] also gives a positive pomeron intercept albeit
somewhat smaller than the LO BFKL intercept. Other procedures involved are due to Altarelli,
Ball, and Forte (ABF) [23] and Thorne and White (TW). The results of the TW resummation for
the gluon distribution function are shown in Fig. 5 (solid lines) compared to the NLO DGLAP
results (dotted lines). One can see that TW resummation cures the problem of the negative gluon
distribution at low-Q2 and low-x that NLO DGLAP has. Still the gluon distribution in the left
panel of Fig. 5 corresponding to Q2 = 1 GeV2 is almost flat as one goes toward lower x: it
is unclear what physical mechanism would make xG behave in such a way in the absence of
saturation effects in the approach used.
Other problems of the linear BFKL evolution include violation of unitarity bound (or, more
precisely, the black disk limit) and diffusion into the infrared. Those problems are remedied by
the physics of parton saturation, to be discussed next.

4 Saturation/Color Glass Condensate
The talks by Golec-Biernat and by Marquet gave a nice introduction to the physics of parton
saturation/CGC and the non-linear evolution equations involved [7–10]. While the theoretical framework behind CGC is solid, the question of unique experimental detection of CGC is
still debated. CGC prediction of hadron suppression at forward rapidities in the d + Au collisions at RHIC [24–26] shown here in Fig. 6 were spectacularly confirmed by the data [27–30].
The CGC prediction involved the conventional shadowing effects, which redistribute the partons
through multiple rescatterings from lower pT to higher pT , leading to low-pT suppression (shadowing) and high-pT enhancement (anti-shadowing) shown in the upper curve in Fig. 6. (The
high-pT enhancement of produced particles is known as Cronin effect.) The effects of small-x
BFKL/JIMWLK/BK evolution equations (the saturation effects) lead to decrease of the number
of produced particles (as compared to the p + p reference) at all pT , as shown by the dash-dotted,
dashed, and the lower solid curves in Fig. 6 (for a review see [1]).
pA
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Fig. 6: A sketch of the nuclear modification factor RpA as a function of the transverse momentum of the produced
particle kT in the units of the saturation scale from [25]. The upper curve corresponds to the lowest energy/rapidity,
while the other curves show what happens as the energy/rapidity increases.

However, as conventional approaches based on collinear factorization with significantly
ad hoc modified nuclear shadowing have been able to describe the data a posteriori [31], the
need arose for new experimental tests to uniquely disentangle between the collinear factorization
scenario with shadowing included and the physics of CGC. One of such CGC predictions for a
two-particle correlation function was shown by Marquet and is presented here in Fig. 7, which
shows a two-hadron correlation function plotted versus the opening azimuthal angle between the
two hadrons ∆φ. The trigger particle has rapidity y1 = 3.5 and pT 1 = 5 GeV. The associate particle has rapidity y2 = 2. The transverse momentum of the associate particle pT 2 is different for
different curves, as explained in Fig. 7. The CGC prediction is that as pT 2 gets lower and comes
closer to the saturation scale Qs (which is of the order of 1 − 2 GeV at RHIC), the saturation
effects would “wash out” the back-to-back azimuthal correlations, leading to a decrease in the
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Fig. 7: CGC prediction for the azimuthal dependence of the two-hadron correlation function for different values of
the pT of the associate particle (from the talk by Marquet).

correlation function as predicted in Fig. 7. The experiments currently running at RHIC will be
able to test this prediction.
Another test of CGC will come from the upcoming LHC heavy ion experiments. In heavy
ion collisions it is hard to construct a rigorous CGC prediction, as the problem of particle production in CGC for the collision of two nuclei have not been solved analytically. One therefore
constructs models based on kT -factorization formula (proven for p + A collisions in CGC in [32]
but not proven for A+A) trying to mimic as close as possible the true CGC physics (see e.g. [33]).
One of the less model-dependent predictions of such an approach is for the total charged hadron
multiplicity in heavy ion collisions. Predictions for total charged hadron multiplicity in P b + P b
collisions at the LHC from the work of Albacete [34] were shown by Marquet and are reproduced here in Fig. 8. The plot in Fig. 8 resulted from using the kT -factorization formula also
used in [33]. However, the dipole scattering amplitudes which enter that formula were evolved
using the BK evolution equation with running coupling corrections, which have been recently
calculated in [35–37]. Thus at least one of the ingredients used in arriving at Fig. 8 comes form a
fairly rigorous CGC analysis, which has became available very recently and never has been used
before. Based on that I believe that the prediction in Fig. 8 is the best theoretically-founded one.
Unfortunately, due to limitations of our understanding of CGC mentioned above (concerning
the applicability of the kT -factorization formula to nucleus-nucleus collisions), the prediction in
Fig. 8 still involves some degree of modeling that we can not control, and should thus be still
taken with care.
RHIC experiments continue to surprise us with an amazing quantity of interesting results.
We now know the two-hadron correlation function as a function of both azimuthal angle between
the hadrons and the rapidity interval between them, as shown in Fig. 9. The correlation function
in Fig. 9 has at least one interesting unexplained feature: it has long-range rapidity correlations
on the same azimuthal side (∆φ ≈ 0), known as “the ridge”. While many explanations were
proposed, the feature remains largely unexplained. At ISMD 2008 McLerran proposed that “the
ridge” could be due to long-range rapidity correlations inherent to CGC. Indeed CGC predicts
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Fig. 8: CGC prediction from [34] for the total charged hadron multiplicity in P b + P b collisions at LHC, along with
successful fits of the same quantity measured by RHIC at two different center-of-mass energies. The yellow band
around the LHC prediction indicates the error bars.

rapidity correlations over the intervals of the order of ∆y ∼ 1/αs , which could be large if the
strong coupling constant αs is small. The radial flow would then boost the correlations, confining
them to small azimuthal opening angles, thus creating a ridge-like structure. This is indeed a
plausible explanation, but I feel more detailed theoretical work is needed to determine whether
this is a unique prediction of CGC.
Another important feature of the two-hadron correlation function in Au + Au collisions
at RHIC is the double-hump structure shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 10 depicts the two-particle correlation function measured by PHENIX collaboration plotted as a function of the azimuthal angle
between the two hadrons. As one can see from Fig. 10 the distribution of the associate particles
as a function of azimuthal angle at low transverse momentum of the associate particle has two
maxima. Assuming that the trigger particle travels through a relatively thin medium layer, one
concludes that the associate particle is likely to travel through a thicker layer of the medium. The
double-hump structure could therefore be caused by a Mach cone produced by a particle moving
through a strongly-coupled medium [39]. Alternative explanation could be due to non-Abelian
(QCD) Cherenkov radiation, as discussed in the talk by Dremin. To describe such radiation one
has to solve classical Yang-Mills equations in a medium with some dielectric tensor. (While
indeed Cherenkov radiation is a medium effect, the methods applied to the analysis are those of
CGC, and hence I placed it in the CGC section.) Cherenkov radiation allows one to describe both
STAR and PHENIX azimuthal correlations data by an appropriate choice of the dielectric tensor
in the medium.
A possible signal of the creation of QGP in heavy ion collisions is the mass shift for the
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Fig. 9: Two-hadron correlation function measured in Au + Au collisions at RHIC as a function of rapidity interval
between the two hadrons ∆η and the azimuthal angle between them ∆φ. Each panel corresponds to a different
centrality of the collision. The data are from the STAR collaboration [38].

produced mesons due to medium effects. Padula suggested that a cleaner way to measure the
shift would be by studying two-particle correlations of φφ and K + K − pairs. Presence of the
mass shift will be signaled by the appearance of back-to-back correlations in the φφ and K + K −
correlators.
Another interesting CGC prediction is for the rapidity distribution of the net baryon number produced in heavy ion collision. In the talk by Wolschin it was shown how CGC ideas allow
one to successfully describe baryon number rapidity distribution at SPS and RHIC, and to even
make predictions for LHC. It would be really interesting and important to measure this quantity
at LHC.
A sign of the fact that CGC physics is entering a new era is the construction of event
generators based on CGC concepts and ideas. In the talks by Avsar and Kutak we have heard
about event generators using CCFM evolution equation with an infrared cutoff mimicking saturation/CGC effects, similar to how one can mimic the BK equation by using the BFKL equation
with an infrared cutoff. Interesting results and fits were shown in those talks.
5 Cosmic rays
Ultra-high energy cosmic ray data and the accompanying theory was presented in the talks by
Ostapchenko and Pierog. It was suggested that the existing discrepancy between the cosmic ray
data and the conventional models may be explained by saturation/CGC effects. This is indeed an
exciting prospect which needs to be pursued by CGC practitioners. The progress in this direction
can however be marred by the fact that when extrapolating from current collider energies to
the cosmic ray energies a large uncertainty arises due to the non-perturbative diffusion of the
black disk. As was argued in [41] in perturbative CGC approach the diffusion of black disk at
high energies is very fast: the radius of the disk grows as a power of energy due to the lack of
a mass gap in perturbative approaches. Any attempt to non-perturbatively model the diffusion
by introducing a mass gap into the problem leads to the radius of the black disk growing as a
logarithm of energy. As the non-perturbative models are not under the same degree of theoretical
control as the perturbative CGC calculations, the potential theoretical uncertainty associated with
extrapolation to cosmic ray energies could be very large, leading to uncertainty both in total
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Fig. 10: Two-hadron azimuthal correlation function as measured by PHENIX experiment (taken from [40]).

scattering cross sections and particle production cross sections calculated in CGC.
6 Thermalization in heavy ion collisions
Understanding the mechanism of thermalization and isotropization of the medium produced in
heavy ion collisions is a very important open problem in the field. The space-time structure of a

Fig. 11: Space-time structure of a heavy ion collision (from the talk by Itakura).

heavy ion collision is depicted in Fig. 11. The time immediately after the collision is dominated
by particle production. In that region CGC applies, such that the production of particles is described by perturbative CGC techniques. This stage of the evolution of the medium is sometimes
referred to as “Glasma” [42], the term which combines the Color Glass physics (“Glas”) with
the creation of quark-gluon plasma at later stages of the collision (“lasma”), as shown in Fig. 11.
However the CGC dynamics by itself leads to a very anisotropic distribution of the produced

matter in momentum space: the end result of CGC dynamics is a free-streaming “medium” with
zero longitudinal pressure component. Indeed a thermalized medium should have all pressure
components (transverse and longitudinal) equal, as it should be isotropic. Hence Color Glass itself does not lead to thermalization, or, more importantly, isotropization of the produced medium.
(Isotropization is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition of thermalization.)
So how does Color Glass turn into a Glasma? One of the more popular scenarios was
presented in the talk by Itakura and involves magnetic instabilities in the produced medium (see
also [43, 44]). The main physical idea is that the momentum space anisotropy of the medium
produced in heavy ion collisions would generate instabilities, which would rapidly isotropize the
system leading to a hydrodynamic behavior of the medium. This indeed is a plausible scenario
of thermalization/isotropization.
Since the saturation/Color Glass approach gives us a consistent framework in which all
diagrams can be classified and resummed order-by-order, it is not at all clear why one has to separate the perturbative dynamics into a part which is incorporated in CGC and into everything else.
From this standpoint the dynamics of instabilities would correspond to some higher order (quantum) corrections to the diagrams which we already know how to resum in the CGC approach.
Such corrections would also be a part of CGC, just at some higher order. The magnetic instabilities could then be viewed as some higher order corrections to CGC which somehow got “out
of control” and became very large (infinite?). Frankly I am skeptical whether such corrections
exist: all our experience calculating CGC diagrams, both in the classical framework [45–47] and
including (LO and NLO) quantum evolution and running coupling corrections [32, 48], never led
to any uncontrolled infinities which would dominate the resulting production cross sections and
the energy-momentum tensor. Perhaps the proponents of the instability-driven scenario should
identify and resum diagrams with instabilities (starting from the very collision of two nuclei), and
show that their contributions are really important (numerically or parametrically) and that these
diagrams do lead to isotropization of the medium at late times. Implications of such diagrams
on what we know in the standard perturbation theory in, say, proton-proton collisions would also
have to be understood. One should also identify what those new instability diagrams have that
was absent in the multitude of quantum corrections to the classical picture calculated over the
years [32, 48].
Alternatively, as the medium created at RHIC is believed to be strongly-coupled, it is possible that thermalization and isotropization in heavy ion collisions are essentially non-perturbative
(large-coupling) effects. Such a scenario can not be quantified in a controlled manner in QCD.
However, AdS/CFT correspondence [49, 50] allows us to try to analyze this problem for the
N = 4 Super Yang-Mills (SYM) theory. In my talk in the Dense Systems session I have presented one of the efforts in this direction. One could model a heavy ion collision as a collision
of two shock waves in AdS5 . Solving Einstein equations in AdS5 one can find the energymomentum tensor of the resulting medium. It has been argued in [51] using AdS/CFT correspondence that if one assumes that the produced medium distribution is rapidity-independent,
the strong-coupling dynamics would inevitably lead at late proper times to an isotropic medium
described by Bjorken hydrodynamics [52]. However, it is not yet clear whether such a rapidityindependent distribution would result from a collision of two shock waves. Our result was that in
a strongly-coupled theory the colliding shock waves would stop shortly after the collision. This

seems like a natural result of the strong coupling effects. If the coupling is strong enough to stop
the colliding nuclei, it is likely to quickly thermalize the system. However, a thermal system resulting from stopping of the nuclei is more likely to be described by rapidity-dependent Landau
hydrodynamics [53], instead of the rapidity-independent Bjorken one. Hence the strong-coupling
effects, if dominant throughout the collision, would not lead to Bjorken hydrodynamics. On top
of that we know from the RHIC data on net baryon rapidity distribution that valence quarks in
the nuclei do not stop in the collision, and instead (mostly) continue moving along the beam
line [54]. Indeed the early stages of the collisions have to be described by the weak coupling
effects, and are thus outside of the realm of the AdS/CFT correspondence. We presented a way
of mimicking these weak-coupling effects in the dual AdS geometry. However, the question of
what leads to Bjorken hydrodynamics still remains open.
7 Hydrodynamics
Regardless of our lack of understanding of thermalization in heavy ion collisions, the success
of perfect-fluid hydrodynamics description of particle spectra and elliptic flow v2 measured in
the Au + Au collisions at RHIC [55, 56] allows us to conclude that the medium created in the
collisions is probably strongly coupled and that a hydrodynamic description of such medium is
adequate.

Fig. 12: The shear viscosity-to-entropy density ratio (in units of 1/4π) for various media (from the talk by Csörgő).

The Kovtun, Son, Starinets, Policastro (KPSS) [57, 58] lower bound on the ratio of shear
viscosity η to the entropy density S derived from AdS/CFT correspondence was discussed in the
talk by Csörgő. The KPSS bound postulates that for any medium (or, more precisely, for any
theory with a gravity dual) one has η/S ≥ 1/4π. Fig. 12 shows the ratio of η/S plotted as a
function of temperature for several different media with the KPSS bound shown by a straight
horizontal line at the bottom. Csörgő pointed out that as RHIC data is consistent with a very
low value of η/S, it is likely that RHIC fluid is more perfect than any other known fluid. This

Fig. 13: HBT radii at RHIC compared to hydrodynamic simulations with the standard (Glauber) initial conditions
(left panels) and the Glauber initial conditions proposed by Florkowski (right panels). (The picture is taken from the
talk by Florkowski.)

superfluidity also takes place at an extremely high temperature, characteristic of the QGP. However it is still possible that RHIC data allows for higher values of η/S than 1/4π: by varying
the initial conditions for hydrodynamics one can accommodate somewhat larger values of η/S,
though the exact values are still under investigation. There have also been some recent results in
string theory suggesting that the KPSS bound might be violated in some theories due to stringy
(mostly 1/Nc ) corrections. Regardless of that, the low viscosity of the RHIC QGP still strongly
suggests that the medium created in the collisions is strongly-coupled.
Hydrodynamics is an exciting subfield by itself, allowing for many interesting exact solutions describing possible evolutions of RHIC fireball. Many of those solutions have been reviewed in the talk by M. Nagy, and fall into two main categories: relativistic and non-relativistic
ones.
There are still open problems with the hydrodynamic description of the medium produced
in RHIC collisions. One is the early thermalization proper time of τ0 = 0.3 ÷ 0.5 fm/c required
for hydrodynamics to describe the data: this problem is related to our (lack of) understanding of
thermalization/isotropization in heavy ion collisions. Another problem concerns the HBT radii.
While hydrodynamics is successful in describing particle spectra and v2 [55, 56], it has been
having problems describing HBT radii. This has been known as the RHIC HBT puzzle (see
e.g. [59]). At ISMD 2008 Florkowski suggested that one could modify the standard Glauber
initial conditions for hydrodynamics simulations: he suggested starting the simulations with a
smaller Gaussian source, which would generate faster initial expansion. Apparently this approach

worked, allowing to describe the HBT radii, as shown in Fig. 13, using a rather small set of free
parameters. The obtained value for one of the parameters, the thermalization time τ0 , turns
out to be τ0 = 0.25 fm/c, which is rather close to some recent estimates based on AdS/CFT
approaches [60].
While the approach presented by Florkowski works very well, as can be clearly seen from
Fig. 13, one may worry that the initial size of the Gaussian fireball used is rather small to adequately describe realistic Au + Au collisions. Therefore in my opinion the conclusion one can
draw from the Gaussian initial conditions analysis is that in the simulations of Fig. 13 it mimics
some initial time dynamics which leads to hydrodynamics being initialized with a pretty strong
radial flow. It appears then that in order to describe the HBT radii one needs the initial conditions
for hydrodynamics simulations to contain large flow in them. The exact nature of such initial
dynamics still needs to be identified: it might be given by the CGC physics.
The perfect fluid hydrodynamics appears to do a good job at RHIC. It is possible though
that in heavy ion collisions at LHC the plasma that will be created will start out at higher temperature. This would lead to smaller coupling constant, thus possibly making the resulting plasma
less strongly coupled. The viscous corrections in such case would get larger: one therefore needs
to construct viscous hydrodynamics simulations to describe the dynamics of the medium to be
produced in heavy ion collisions at the LHC. But what if viscous corrections are not enough?
What if higher fluid velocity gradients would also become important? The dynamics of strongly
coupled medium described by AdS/CFT correspondence contains the exact result, including all
gradients of fluid velocity. While obtaining this exact solution from AdS/CFT correspondence
appears to be rather complicated, one could calculate the viscosity and higher order coefficients
in fluid velocity gradient expansion using AdS/CFT approach. The results of the project to calculate the coefficients needed to construct causal viscous hydrodynamics using the AdS/CFT
correspondence were presented in the talk by Baier. The obtained coefficients could be used to
construct strong-coupling predictions for LHC.
8 AdS/CFT correspondence
AdS/CFT correspondence [49, 50] is a very powerful new tool for studying non-perturbative aspects of gauge theories coming from string theory (for a review see [61]). AdS/CFT correspondence [49, 50] postulates a duality between the N = 4 SYM theory in 4 space-time dimensions
and the type-IIB string theory in AdS5 ×S5 . The more widely used and better tested gaugegravity duality suggests that N = 4 SYM theory in the large-Nc large-λ = g2 Nc limit is dual to
classical super-gravity on AdS5 (λ is ’t Hooft’s coupling constant, g is the gauge coupling). What
this means practically is that in order to find expectation values of various operators in N = 4
SYM theory at large Nc and λ one has to perform classical super-gravity calculations in a curved
5-dimensional space-time.
A number of talks at ISMD 2008 used the methods of AdS/CFT: some of these talks I have
already mentioned in other Sections.
A talk by Iancu addressed the question of deep inelastic scattering on a thermal medium
(plasma). In AdS such medium is modeled by the black brane metric. In the absence of bound
states in a conformal theory, a thermal medium provides a fine target to scatter on. Iancu sug-
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Fig. 14: The pomeron intercept j0 in N = 4 SYM as a function of the coupling α N . The dotted line represents the
perturbative LO BFKL pomeron intercept, the dashed line is the LO+NLO BFKL intercept, and the solid line is the
strong-coupling AdS result. (The picture is taken from the talk by Tan.)

gested calculating a correlator of two R-currents in order to find the structure functions of the
plasma. One of the important results is that DIS at strong coupling also exhibits the feature of
parton saturation, just like the weakly coupled CGC. The saturation scale in the theory at strong
coupling was found to be equal to Qs ∼ L T 2 , with L the part of the distance separating the two
R-currents immersed in the medium and T the temperature of the medium. If the two currents
are inside the medium, then L is the distance separating the currents, and for DIS L ∼ 1/(xT )
with x the Bjorken x variable. This gives Qs ∼ T /x, i.e. the saturation scale would grow very
strongly as Bjorken x decreases.
However, in a realistic high energy DIS scattering the incoming virtual photon splits into
a quark–anti-quark pair very much in advance of the system hitting the proton or nuclear target.
Hence a more realistic scenario would involve a finite-size medium, such that L = 2R with R
the radius of the target proton/nucleus. Then one gets Qs ∼ R T 2 , i.e. the saturation scale is
independent of Bjorken x, or, equivalently, of energy. In this regime the conclusions presented by
Iancu agree with the results of other groups [62,63]. It is rather interesting to observe that at large
coupling the saturation scale becomes independent of energy. It seems that the classical supergravity gives results similar to those given by the classical Yang-Mills fields in the McLerranVenugopalan (MV) model [64]: there the saturation scale is also independent of energy. In the
MV model we know that quantum
√ corrections lead to energy-dependence of Qs [9, 10]. It is
possible that quantum (order 1/ λ) corrections in AdS would make the saturation scale energydependent at strong coupling.
AdS/CFT correspondence allows one to try to understand other related quantities, such
as the intercept of the pomeron and the pomeron trajectory. The results of such investigations
were presented by Tan. He explained how an AdS/CFT calculation gives the pomeron intercept
j0 = 2 − √2λ for a strongly-coupled N = 4 SYM theory. His results are summarized in Fig. 14,
where the intercept is plotted as a function of the gauge coupling α times the number of colors in the theory N . The dotted and dashed lines represent the perturbative LO and LO+NLO
BFKL intercepts correspondingly. One can see that the NLO BFKL correction is indeed large

and threatens to make the intercept less than 1 at not very large α N . The solid line in Fig. 14
represents the AdS strong-coupling result of j0 = 2 − √2λ : the picture suggests that an interpolation between the two results is possible, leading to an intercept which is greater than 1 at all
values of the coupling.
At the same time I have to point out that the result of a recent AdS investigation [62]
suggests that at high energies multiple exchanges of the intercept-2 pomerons lead to a somewhat
unphysical behavior of the cross section and violate the black disk limit. In [62] an alternative
solution was proposed with the strong coupling pomeron having an intercept of j0 = 1.5 and
with multiple exchanges of such a pomeron giving cross sections which are unitary and do not
violate the black disk limit. More investigations may be needed to understand the differences
between the two results.
Lipatov talked about another important result related to AdS/CFT correspondence — the
BDS amplitude ansatz [65]. He has argued that the ansatz is violated in the Regge limit, when
one calculates the diagrams contributing to the BFKL evolution. The violation is relatively minor
and only manifests itself in some channels. This allows one to hope that a modification of the
BDS ansatz is possible which would take into account the discrepancy presented by Lipatov.
9 Higgs boson and physics beyond the Standard Model
LHC had turned on just before the start of ISMD 2008, but had to be shut down soon after due to
a malfunction of the superconducting magnets. Nevertheless, despite the delay, LHC era is upon
us and a number of talks at ISMD 2008 were dedicated to what one could discover at LHC. While
some aspects of the LHC heavy ion program have been mentioned above, here I will concentrate
on the search for new particles in proton-proton collisions.

Fig. 15: Various possible channels of Higgs boson production at LHC (from the talk by Anastasiou.)

First of all, if the Standard Model is correct, one expects to be able to find the Higgs boson
at the LHC. Anastasiou gave a talk reviewing various channels of Higgs production, which are

demonstrated in Fig. 15. Hopefully many (or at least one) of these channels would be observed
at LHC.
It is possible however that backgrounds at LHC would be too high making the events
shown in Fig. 15 hard to detect. In this case a possible cleaner signature of the Higgs would be
the double diffraction production process illustrated in Fig. 16, which was discussed in the talks
by Kaidalov and V. A. Khoze. In such process there will be rapidity gaps between the produced
Higgs boson and each of the protons, allowing for a clean detection of the products of the Higgs
boson decay, and thus for an unambiguous identification of the Higgs boson.

H

Fig. 16: Double diffractive Higgs boson production mechanism at the LHC (from the talk by V.A. Khoze.)

Unfortunately, as often happens when the soft QCD interactions are involved, theoretical
predictions for the cross sections of the process shown in Fig. 16 at LHC vary quite significantly [66–68]. Two of the existing approaches [67, 68] were reviewed in the talk by Kaidalov.
Among other things he outlined the approximations made for the triple pomeron vertex made
in each of the approaches. Both approaches reproduce the existing Tevatron double diffractive
data reasonably well, but differ significantly in their extrapolation to LHC energies. Since it is
not clear from first principles which approximation of the triple pomeron vertex is better justified, it seems that error analyses similar to those done for PDF’s may be needed to reconcile the
differences between the two approaches in question.
Physics beyond the Standard Model was discussed in the talks by V.V. Khoze and Strassler
dedicated to different supersymmetric models. While the former talk presented a minimal approach to introducing SUSY, the latter talk featured a broader range of possibilities. V.V. Khoze
talked about the ISS scenario [69] in which the Universe lives in a metastable vacuum in which
SUSY is broken. At the same time there exists a hidden sector of the theory with a true vacuum which is supersymmetric. The ISS model gives a concrete example of SUSY breaking,
allowing to calculate the mass spectrum of the supersymmetric particles using the messenger
fields. Strassler in his talk argued that minimalistic approach to physics beyond Standard Model
is not necessarily what happens in nature and we should prepare for big surprises at the LHC. He
therefore talked about hidden valleys and unparticles, both of which would lead to spectacular
hadronic shower events at the LHC, which unfortunately would be hard to analyze and understand due to the large number of particles produced. Indeed both minimal and non-minimal
SUSY scenarios are quite possible at LHC.
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